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Abstract 

 

The diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS) of the fabricated Ag-nanoparticles/TiO2 

composite thin films (COMP=Agn, where n is Ag-mol%) with different amount 

of Ag (10 ≤ n ≤ 80) and ca. 100 nm thickness were measured and analyzed by 

using Kubelk-Munk equation for DRS, in order to study the plasmonic effect of 

Ag-nanoparticles (Ag-NP) in dielectric TiO2 matrix. The DRS of the 

COMP-Ag10 shows the main plasmon peak at 410 nm and two very weak peaks 

intensities at 340 nm and 500 nm respectively. In the DRS of the composite thin 

films with amounts of Ag from 20 to 50 Ag-mol%, two overlapped plasmon peaks 

in the range from 360 to 400 nm and two to three overlapped peak in the range  
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from 500 nm to 700 nm appeared. On the other hand, the DRS of the 

COMP=Ag60 and COMP-Ag70 show three overlapped peaks in the range from 

330 to 400 nm and single weak peak with lower plasmon intensity at around 500 

nm and 650 nm, respectively. It was thus clarified that the peak positions at 

different specific lambda maximum in DSR are nonlinear to the Ag content in the 

composite thin films. These peaks found in DSR are due to both surface plasmon 

resonance (SPR) and localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). 

 

Keywords: Diffuse Reflectance Spectra, surface plasmon resonance, composite 

 

 

1 Introduction 
 

   Theoretically, the excitation of plasmon resonances on a nanoparticle (NP) 

can be named either as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) or localized surface 

plasmon resonance (LSPR) [1]. This happens when particles are small as 

compared to the wavelength of incident radiation, the entire particle experiences 

the same phase of the incident radiation. In noble metal nanoparticles such as 

silver nanoparticles (Ag-NP), light can excite the collective oscillations of the free 

electron density [2]. The excitation of plasmon resonances is, therefore, a unique 

property of Ag NP and represents the most efficient mechanism by which light 

interacts with matter. For Ag NP, this mainly occurs around the 400 nm 

wavelength, a phenomenon known as SPR.   

The excitation of plasmon resonances in NPs can produce a local electromagnetic 

field that extends from the particle surface and into the surrounding [3,4]. This 

occurs when the particle dimensions become larger; the different areas experience 

different phases resulting in the formation of multiple plasmon modes. The 

increase in wide-range absorption is a result of radiative damping of the plasmon 

oscillations in the nanoparticle. The efficient emission (scattering) of photons 

reduces the lifetime of the plasmon oscillations and broadens the plasmon band, a 

phenomenon known as LSPR. 

 

It has been demonstrated in our laboratory that the absorption spectra of metallic 

Ag nanoparticle/titania (Ag NP)/TiO2 composite thin films, COMP=Agn, with 

various amounts of Ag (10 mol% ≤ n ≤ 80 mol%) fabricated on a quartz glass 

substrate at 600°C using the molecular precursor method is increasing in intensity 

with the increase in the amount of Ag-doped into titania matrix [5]. The intensities 

of the absorption band were around 400 nm and wide-range absorption in the 

visible region at wavelengths more than 400 nm to 1100nm. This behavior 

illustrates that the Ag NP is large enough (c.a. 10 or more atoms) to have free 

electron density [6], but small enough (less than the wavelength of visible light) 

that the optical properties change with particle size, shape, and local environment 

[6,7]. This optical property of our Ag-NP/TiO2 composite thin films, already 

make them attractive for optical studies such as photocurrent [5] and 

photocatalytic [8] and this may further open up a variety of optical and photonic  
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applications such photovoltaic, biosensors, optical filters, plasmonic waveguides, 

and substrates for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy. 

 

Since the overall plasmon coupled peak depends on the particle size and shape, 

the distance between, nature of the supporting substrate, and local dielectric 

environment [6,9]. This article reflects the study relates to the effects of the 

amount, size, geometry, separation, and the distance between Ag-NP on the 

coherent plasmon in Ag NP/TiO2 composite thin films is under investigation. This 

was done in order to study the plasmonic effect of Ag nanoparticles (Ag NP) in 

the dielectric TiO2 matrix. The absorption spectra of Ag-NP/TiO2 composite thin 

films were analyzed by using Kubelk-Munk equation for diffuse reflectance 

spectra (DRS) [10,11]. It was found that there is a nonlinear correlation between 

the amount of Ag in the composite with both the peak positions and intensities in 

DRS. However, the change in Ag NP geometry resulted in either a red or blue 

spectral shift depending on the size and orientation of the Ag NP.  

 

 

2 Experimental 
 

Ethylenediamine-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetic acid (EDTA) and titanium tetra 

isopropoxide (Ti(OiPr)4) were purchased from MERCK cc. Silver acetate, dibutyl 

amine and 30% H2O2 were purchased from MEDLAB, Ltd. Methanol, ethanol, 

and 2-propanol were purchased from Bio-Dynamics. Ethanol was dried on 4Ă 

molecular sieves prior to use. All the chemicals were procured from fluka/Aldrich 

chemicals.  

 

The ti4+ complex of EDTA as a precursor solution, STiO2 was prepared in 

accordance with the molecular precursor method (MPM) reported by Sato and 

co-workers [5,12]. The Ag-acetate ethanol solution SAg for the preparation of 

Ag-nanoparticle prepared according to the method we reported recently [12].  

The STiO2 and SAg solutions were mixed to form a composite solution, Scomposite as a 

thin film coating precursor solution at different molar concentration [5, 12]. Eight 

Ag-NP/TiO2 composite (COMP-Agn) thin films were fabricated on quartz glass. 

The number n in the notation of the composite thin films indicates the molar 

concentration of silver, Ag mol%, in Scomposite; for example, COMP-Ag70 

indicates that the silver molar concentration in the Scomposite was 70 mol%.  

 

The surface morphology of the all resulting composite thin films was observed 

under a field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM S-4200, Hitachi) 

at an accelerating voltage of 0.5 kV. The nanostructure images for Ag-NP/TiO2 

composite thin films were observed under a transmission electron microscope 

(TEM H8100, Hitachi) at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV using the ultra-thin 

films applied on Cu grid. The reflectance spectra for Ag-NP/TiO2 composite thin 

film samples were performed with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 35 spectrometer 

provided with a diffuse reflectance accessory. DRS measurements were perform- 
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ed in order to study the optical absorption properties of as-prepared Ag-NP/TiO2 

composites samples with the various Ag loadings from 10 to 80 mol%. 

Reflectance spectra were then converted to the absorbance spectra using 

Kubelka-Munk equation (eqs 1 and 2). 

 

 

                                                           (1) 

 

                                                            (2)                  

 

Where RTiO2 is the reference recorded for a reference (titania in this case) and R is 

the reflectance recorded. The Origin9 software (Origin LaB Co., Northampton, 

MA, USA) was used to obtained individual Gaussian peaks, which are 

theoretically fitted peaks by assuming Gaussian distribution. 

 

 

3 Results & discussion 

  

Ag NP and eight Ag NP/TiO2 composite thin films (COMP=Agn; n = 10, 20, 

30, 40, 50, 60, 70, and 80) were fabricated. The fabrication, the XRD, XPS, and 

UV-Vis absorption spectra result for, as well as the electrical conductivities of 

these Ag NP/TiO2 composite thin films were reported in our recent papers and 

may be referred to for more details [2, 12]. 

 

   To investigate the distribution and consecutive growth of metallic Ag-NP in 

the COMP=Agn, all the composite thin film samples were examined with TEM, 

and the micrographs are shown in Figure 1. As presented in Figure 1a, the 

presence and distribution of the Ag nanoparticles (dark particles) of the Ag NP 

deposited on a NaCl single crystal and transferred to the Cu grid plate can be 

observed clearly; hence we can conclude that the dark spots within all composite 

films’ TEM micrographs represent the Ag NP. 

 

The TEM images for COMP=Agn are designated in Fig. 1a through 1h and 

depict the characteristic geometry and dimensions for each of the eight composite 

thin films. The corresponding UV- Visible DRS spectrum for each of the 

composite thin film is represented by curves in Fig. 2A through 2F. Additionally, 

the TEM image for COMP=Ag80 is shown in Fig. 1h, however, the curve for 

COMP=Ag80 is not included in the plot because the strength of the plasmon 

coupling is seemed not to be comparable to larger agglomerated Ag NP associated 

with COMP=Ag80 [3, 4].  
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Figure 1 TEM image of Ag-NP/TiO2 composite thin films at various amounts of 

Ag molar concentrations: (a) 10, (b) 20, (c) 30 (d) 40, (e) 50, (f) 60, (g) 70 and (h) 

80, respectively 

 

 

An important observation in the spectra of other thin films is that the 

plasmon bands broaden and peak intensities decreasing as the amount of Ag in the 

composite increases. The DRS of the COMP=Ag10 shows a main peak at 400 nm 

and two very weak peaks intensities at 340 nm and 500 nm respectively. The main 

peak at 400 is mainly due to SPR [5], while the weak peaks are probably due to 

LSPR [1]. In the DRS of the composite thin films with the amount of Ag from 20 

to 50 Ag-mol%, two overlapped peaks in the range from 360 to 400 nm and two 

to three overlapped peak in the range from 500 nm to 700 nm appeared. On the 

other hand, the DRS of the COMP=Ag60 and COMP=Ag70 show three 

overlapped peaks in the range from 330 to 400 nm and single weak peak intensity 

at around 500 nm and 650 nm, respectively. As the amount of Ag in the 

composite is increasing, the surface area available for the incident radiation is also 

increasing, hence the particles will respond to more frequencies of the incident 

light leading to a broader plasmon band (multiple overlapped DRS peaks with 

weak intensities). 

 

From TEM images of the eight COMP=Agn (Fig. 1a-h), two populations of 

Ag NP are obtained; small spherical nanoparticles (0.5−1.5 nm) and larger ones 

(mean diameter 4 to 45 nm depending on the amount of Ag in the composite thin 

film). The small spherical Ag nanoparticles associated with larger spherical, 

rod-like or agglomerated Ag nanoparticles observed in each thin film may have 

been released into the TiO2 matrix from the agglomerated Ag clusters by the 

energy provided from the ultrasonic stirring during the preparation procedure [12]. 

An important observation in the spectra after performs Gaussian curve-fitting is 

that the numbers of the plasmon bands are increasing or overlapping as the Ag NP  
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size range in the composites is increasing. This is probably due to the phase 

retardation of the incident radiation that occurs as the dimensions of Ag NPs 

increase [13]. When particles are small as compared to the wavelength of incident 

radiation, the entire particle experiences the same phase of the incident radiation. 

As the particle dimensions become larger, the different areas of the particles 

experience different phases resulting in the formation of several numbers of the 

plasmon bands.  

It is well known that as the particles grow in size, the plasmon peak grows in 

intensity and shifts to longer wavelengths [13]. The authors have observed with 

the increase in an amount of Ag in the composite thin films there is a change in 

Ag NPs' shape from spherical to rod-like and partially agglomerated Ag NPs. 

Hence the plasmon overlapped peaks of Ag NPs also increases depending on the 

geometry of Ag NP. Instead, COMP=Ag10 exhibit small spherical Ag NP with 

diameter —1±0.5 nm along with larger spherical one with diameter —11 ± 7 nm. 

Apart from small spherical Ag NP with diameter —1±0.5 nm evenly scattered, 

COMP=Ag20-70 show rod-like Ag NP with length —45 ± 25 nm. This rod-like 

Ag NP by these thin films increases in size with an increase in the amount of 

silver mol% in the composites was observed. Moreover, apart from small 

spherical Ag NP with diameter—1±0.5 nm that are also evenly scattered around, 

COMP-Ag80 shows large spherical Ag nanoparticles—5 ± 2 nm, associated with 

rod-like Ag NP with length —29 ± 8 nm. This rod-like Ag NP by the 

COMP=Ag80 is more agglomerated, which is in contrast to the behaviors of the 

COMP=Ag10-70. The larger agglomerated Ag NP associated with COMP=Ag80 

prevent the plotting of DRS curve using Kubelk-Munk equation for diffuse 

reflectance spectra (DRS) since the amount of the dielectric matrix (TiO2 in this 

case) is getting smaller.  

The presence of small spherical Ag NP size with diameter —1±0.5 nm 

observed in all composite thin films can be brought into close proximity so that 

their electromagnetic fields overlap with neighboring particles, the system 

becomes coherently plasmon to yield a sharp plasmon peak at 400 nm [3]. This 

peak is illustrated in Figure (2A) through (2F) and it is present in each of the six 

different composite thin films. The appearance of the rod-like Ag NP in the 

composite which is increasing with the increase in the amount of Ag mol % in the 

composite, new plasmon peak exhibited to the blue spectral region, and the 

corresponding peak positions for curves (2A) through (2F) are —339 nm, 360 nm, 

354 nm, 359 nm, 352 nm, 358 nm, and 357 nm, respectively. These extra peaks 

are the result of the presence of Ag NP with different size [15].  

Furthermore, with the formation of rod-like Ag NP is due to the increase in 

the amount of Ag in the composite thin films, COMP=Ag50, 60 and 70 thin films 

as shown in Fig. 2D through 2F, resultant in an exhibiting of another extra 

plasmon peak to the blue spectral region, and corresponding to the peak positions 

for curve 2D through 2F are: 310 nm, 333 nm, and 330 nm, respectively. It seems 

that Ag NP in COMP=Ag50, 60 and 70 are more likely to have more rod-like Ag 

NPs, therefore the exhibition of these multiple plasmon peaks, at different 

wavelength are likely to occur through these composites. 
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Figure 2 UV-Vis diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS) of Ag-NP/TiO2 composite 

thin films at various amounts of Ag molar concentrations: A 10, B 20, C 40, D 50, 

E 60 and F 70, respectively. 

 
 

 Apart from the multiple plasmon peaks observed at the blue spectral region, 

new additional plasmon peaks can be observed at red spectral region peak  
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positions for curve 2A through 2F. The DRS plasmon peak positions in the red 

spectral region depend on the amount of Ag in the composite. COMP=Ag10 

shows only a single and very weak peak at lambda maximum 500 nm. In the DRS 

of the composite thin films with an amount of Ag from 20 to 50 Ag-mol%, two to 

three overlapped peaks at different lambda maximum range from 550 to 700 nm 

can be observed. On the other hand, the DRS of the COMP=Ag60 and 

COMP=Ag70 show a single weak peak at 650 nm and 500 nm respectively. 

 

The exhibition of these DRS plasmon peaks at different lambda maximum is 

due to higher geometric modes of Ag NPs with the rod-like shape of different size 

resultant in the generation of the overlapped sharp, narrow plasmon coupled peaks 

[5]. This is illustrated for curves 2A that have a single plasmon peak as compared 

to curves 2B through 2F which are plasmon coupled through higher geometric 

models. Larger particles interact with more wavelengths of the incident light and 

result in the excitation of multiples Ag NP with different geometry in the thin film 

[4]. This translates into more wavelengths for excitation and, consequently, 

multiple plasmon overlapped peaks.  

 

From literature, it has been found for two interacting nanoparticles (spherical 

and pyramidal shaped), the plasmon resonance shifted to longer wavelengths as 

the distance between the particles decreased [14]. However, when particles were 

rod-like shaped the decrease of the distance between the particles can result in 

either a red or blue spectral shift depending on the polarization of the incident 

light [16]. For rod-shaped particles in a side-by-side orientation, the polarization 

along the axis of both particles resulted in a large red spectral shift, whereas 

polarization perpendicular to the axis caused a small blue spectral shift. The red 

spectral shift is caused by the fact that the two particles act like a single larger 

particle. From this observation, one can conclude that the increase in the number 

of overlapping DRS plasmon peaks at blue spectral region, 310 nm —359nm and 

at red spectral region, 550 nm—700 nm are mainly due to the excitation of 

different Ag NP with different geometry associated within the Ag NP in the given 

composite thin film.  

 

A decrease in DRS plasmon peaks intensity at both red and blue spectral 

regions can be observed in the curve 2A through 2F. This observation could be 

due to the increase in distance between the large Ag NP caused by the change in 

the geometry of Ag NP from spherical for COMP=Ag10 to rod-like and partially 

agglomerated Ag NPs in COMP=Ag70. The plasmon resonances (wave) must 

travel between the particles, however, the large distance between the particles 

results in a lower resonant frequency to maintain an excited state, hence lower 

intensity [14]. The increase in distance between particles may occur because of 

the agglomeration of Ag NP associated with the increase in the amount of Ag in 

the composite thin film [5].  
 

In order to validate the changes in separation distance of the Ag NP on the 

surface of the composite thin film, electron microscope images were acquired to  
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illustrate the appearance of the surface of Ag NP/TiO2 composite thin films on the 

glass substrate and determine the separation distance between the larger Ag NP on 

the surface. The representative plain view SEM images of the composite thin 

films obtained at various Ag molar concentration (mol%) are shown in Fig.3a-h.  

 

 
 

Figure 3 SEM images a-h of the Ag-NP/TiO2 composite thin films at various Ag 

molar concentrations: (a) 10, (b) 20, (c) 30, (d) 40, (e) 50, (f) 60, (g) 70 and (h) 80, 

respectively. 

 

The SEM images show three different shapes of (Spherical, rod-like, and 

agglomerated) Ag NPs. For COMP=Ag10—40, Ag-NP (white dots confirmed by 

EDX mappings) of size 20—40nm are observed to be separated by a typical 

separation distance in the range of 20—50nm (figure 1a-d, respectively). 

COMP-Ag50—70, the particles sizes are 40-100nm (figure 1e-g, respectively), 

with a separation distance of <20nm. From DRS plasmon spectra, the peaks 

intensities seem to be decreasing with the increasing of separation distance. As 

shown in figure 1h, the COMP=Ag80 is highly agglomerated and it is difficult to 

observe the separation distance. This is due to the increase in the amount of Ag 

present in composite thin films. 

 

4 Conclusion 

 
The increase in the amount (n) of Ag in the Ag-nanoparticles/TiO2 composite 

thin films (COMP=Agn, where n is Ag-mol%, 10 ≤ n ≤ 80) resulted in the 

exhibition of plasmon peak at 400 nm for all thin films followed by the 

exhibitions of extra peaks at blue and red spectral side of this peak, 400 nm 

depending on the amount, size and the geometry of the Ag NP in the composite 

and is consistent with reported literature. The spectral peak positions followed a 

nonlinear correlation between the amount of Ag in the composite. This correlation 

provides the inability to obtain a specific lambda maximum by selecting the 

corresponding amount of Ag mol % to be doped on titania. The decrease in the 

spectral peak intensities followed a linear correlation between the increase in  
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agglomeration associated with the increase in the amount of Ag in the composite 

thin films. It was further observed that the plasmon peaks at red spectral region 

only resulted when the amount of Ag in the composite > 10 Ag mol%. Composite 

with Ag NP of the different amount, size and geometry were large enough to 

experience the excitation of multiple plasmon sharp bands at different specific 

lambda maximum at blue spectra regions 310 nm—359 nm and at red spectral 

region 550 nm—700 nm. This reflects that our composite thin films are more 

suitable candidates achieving better photo-response efficiency under visible. And 

this further opens up a variety of optical and which will be the principal area in 

the development of photonic/plasmonic/spectroscopic applications.  
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